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From:   Sances, Carol
Sent:   Tuesday, December 16, 2008 11:16 AM
To:     Sances, Carol
Cc:     Lemoff, Ted; Moreau-Correia, Jeanne
Subject:        FW: 081210 NFPA 85 MBB PreROP conference call notes

To:     NFPA 85 Technical Committee on Multiple Burner Boilers

The following are the notes from the NFPA 85 MBB PreROP conference call that 
was held on December 10, 2008 starting at noon CST.

1.      Conference call participants were: Dale Evely, Dan Lee, John
Bollinger, Tom Russell, Jerry Gilman, John Eibl, Ken Hurlbert, Pete McKenna, 
Bob Falanga, Henry Wong, Skip Yates, and Mike Polagye.
2.      Skip would like to come out of today's meeting with task groups
who can develop any needed proposals.  Skip informed the group that Amy has 
moved on to bigger things as Secretary of the Standards Council at NFPA and 
Ted Lemoff is now our staff liaison.
3.      Mike Walz has volunteered to reopen the purge task group if that
is needed to address some of what will be discussed today.  
4.      Dale shared his thoughts on natural draft purging and that fact
that there is no actual minimum flow amount for this defined in the Code.  
There was some discussion on whether an actual no flow condition is adequate 
for a natural draft purge; as would be the case if there was a water leg in 
the flue gas path (as with a jet bubbling reactor type scrubber).  It might be 
good to put some information in the appendix for
6.4.2.3.4.3.C.1 that states that natural draft purge does not require a given 
flow through the flue gas path and that the 15 minute time is a minimum 
requirement to allow for some dispersion of gases, a pulling in of some air 
due to cooling of flue gases, and some moderating of temperatures.  It was 
suggested that for "no flow" cases we could require the establishment of a 
very minimal flow after the 15 minute period and then start a single fan to 
run at a minimal amount for another 15 minutes (an aided natural draft purge 
of sorts).  Defining what the minimal flow amount should be will require some 
thought (maybe less than 10% of MCR).  This would be an additional post trip 
purge for units that have no flow during the initial 15 minute "natural draft"
purge.  Mike Walz, Zeke Zadiraka and Joe Vavrek were the original members of 
the purge task group and Henry Wong will be added to that group.  The task 
group will develop the new annex material and the aided natural draft purge 
for water leg "no natural flow" type situations.
5.      The answers to the other questions in the first group provided
with the agenda were that all dampers and fan blades need to be in the least 
restriction position for the natural draft purge to occur.
6.      For axial fans the blades will need to be moved to the full open
position (feathered) for the natural draft purge to be performed.  This is the 
opposite of what the axial fan manufacturers require for a fan that is off.
7.      There was discussion on actuators failing in place as that
relates to natural draft purging.  The group agreed that the actuators should 
fail in place on loss of motive power and the natural draft purge cannot begin 
until the actuators can be opened.  It was unclear why the question was being 
asked in the first place unless it was to try to start the natural draft purge 
before power was re-established; and the group agreed that would be a bad 
idea.  No one thought that any change to the code was required related to this 
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question, therefore a proposal for this item will not be required.
8.      It was believed that the aided natural draft purge approach
discussed earlier would address the second group of questions item as well and 
no additional proposals will be required to address this.
9.      The conflict in the Code identified in the agenda related to the
loss of the first mill placed in service was discussed and it was decided that 
a proposal is needed to revise the language in 6.6.5.2.1.3.B.11.b to 
accommodate the new language shown in the referenced tables for Class 1 versus 
Class 2 igniters.  There was also some discussion revisiting why there is a 
difference between Class 1 and Class 2 igniters.  Tom Russell will author a 
proposal to address this.
Henry Wong will write a proposal to modify the Class 2 igniter table on page 
45 to suggest a change in the intent of the differences between Class 1 and 
Class 2 igniters.  Both of these proposals will be submitted before the 
closing date.
10.     In regards to the items on Hold (ROC Logs# 63 through 67), these
were previously assigned to Scott Matz, Franklin Switzer, Richard Kimball and 
others to address and Skip will remind those individuals of that assignment 
following this conference call.
11.     Dan Lee asked about the need for a proposal for a mandatory MFT
on low drum level.  This is not currently a mandatory MBB trip but is for some 
other types of boilers.  This is an ASME requirement and it is not considered 
to be a combustion related hazard.  There was some thought that this should 
not be in the Code and other thought that it should be.  Dan Lee and Mike 
Polagye agreed to draft a joint proposal on this subject.
12.     Mike Polagye raised the Requirement for Independence subject.
Dale Evely summarized that comments on the proposed new language were due back 
to him last week by all TC and TCC members and that he could wait until the 
end of this week before cleaning up the draft to allow those on the call who 
had not yet responded to respond.  Dale hopes to send out a revised version to 
the TCs and TCC for another round of comments in early January with comments 
due back to him by early February.
13.     Next Meeting: The group recommends the week of June 22, 2009 in
Quincy, Massachusetts for the ROP meeting (a number of participants have 
problems with a July meeting).
14.     Action Item Summary: 
a.      Purge task group to issue proposal for Annex material describing
means to offset a zero natural draft due to wet scrubber or other component in 
the flue gas path.
b.      Tom Russell to issue proposal eliminating the conflict between
Table 6.4.2.3.1(b) and paragraph 6.6.5.2.1.3(B)(11).
c.      Henry Wong to issue proposal modifying the Class 2 igniter table
on page 45 of the Code.
d.      Skip Yates to remind the oil piping task group of the proposal
due date for their action item.
e.      Dan Lee and Mike Polagye to issue proposal on a low drum level
trip requirement.
f.      All TC members to review and comment on the Requirement for
Independence proposal draft from the Fundamentals TC by the end of this week.

Dale Evely
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